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ABSTRACT

In this article, we present two online platforms developed for the structuring and valorization of old geographical iconographic collections: a multimodal search engine for their indexing, retrieval and interlinking, and a 3D navigation platform for their visualization in spatial context. In particular, we show how the joint use of these functionalities, guided by geolocation, brings structure and knowledge to the manipulated collections. In the demonstrator, they consist of 54,000 oblique aerial photographs from several French providers (national archives, a museum and a mapping agency).

CCS CONCEPTS

- Information systems → Retrieval models and ranking;
- Human-centered computing → Visualization techniques;
- Applied computing → Arts and humanities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The ALEGORIA project [10] aims at facilitating the promotion of iconographic institutional collections describing the French territory, from the interwar period up to nowadays. The collections are of variable sizes, between thousands and hundred thousand elements, which are oblique, vertical aerial or terrestrial photographs. Contrary to the well structured regular surveys in satellite imagery, the promotion of those collections remains confidential and scattered. They are generally spread among various institutions, heterogeneously documented and weakly georeferenced, while they represent a rich heritage, little known by the general public and exploited in a way forced by their main users (researchers, institutions and local authorities), on site at the library or via standard online digital libraries. In order to improve their structuring, we have implemented two web-based platforms dedicated to the promotion of this heritage: a multimodal and large-scale search engine, coupling search by content and by metadata within collections (section 2); a visualization engine for their immersive restitution in their spatial context, allowing spatio-temporal navigation and interaction in the 3D environment (section 3). In section 4, we highlight the interactions between these platforms to improve the content geolocalization, for their better structuring and restitution in context, while section 5 gives an insight into several use cases.

Collections. We managed more than 90,000 iconographic contents in ALEGORIA, coming from several institutions (French national archives, French mapping agency and Niépce Museum), which offer a bird’s eye view of the French territory from the 20’s to the 70’s (links to the description and spatial distribution of the collections). In the demo, a subset of 54,000 views (called DB-54k in the following) is indexed in the search engine; they share some common locations, 2/3 of them are associated with metadata and various levels of geolocation (no information up to a 6-DoF pose).

2 MULTIMODAL SEARCH ENGINE

In order to structure the collections, and to access them more easily, we have developed a web-based multimodal search engine, which indexes both the content of the images and the metadata associated when available. As they come from several suppliers having different missions, the metadata were harmonized and extended according to the RiC-O Ontology [7]. The content-based part of the indexing had to deal with image descriptors tuned to the contents considered. We have studied generalizable and robust descriptors for the problem of low-data, heterogeneous image retrieval, as well as post-processing to improve retrieval, such as geometric verification and query expansion [5]. These modalities are made available to query one or several collections together, by combining metadata and image content search (through the query-by-example paradigm and various image descriptors). Fig. 1 shows the web client and an example of content-based retrieval. The search engine is client-server based, with a distributed server architecture that makes it scalable in terms of database size and descriptor complexity. We use the distributed OS DC/OS from Mesos, where every service is a docker container, that communicates with other services via an internal network, and DC/OS deals with instance distribution.

3 VISUALIZATION IN SPATIAL CONTEXT

One ambition of ALEGORIA was to show the user the visual content in its spatial environment. The proposed geovisualization platform is based on the open source web-based iTowns library [8] which leverages WebGL and OGC standards for accessing and visualizing 3D geospatial datasets [4]. By accessing geographic web services, it renders the Earth with multimodal geospatial data into a common 3D reference model, anywhere where data is available, with a high precision, at large scale. New functionalities were developed within
ALEGORIA, such as navigation through time [9], free viewpoint navigation and management of massive data; see Fig. 2 and article [2] for further details. When a photographic content is associated with a 6-DoF localization (i.e. a 3D position and 3D orientation) and internal camera parameters (focal length, optical center, distortion...), it can be displayed in the 3D scene, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (right image). In practice, such a precise geolocation in the metadata was missing in the historical contents of DB-54k, which lead to the development of a semi-automatic geolocalization functionality: from an initial position in the scene, we adopted the semi-automatic approach [6], where localization is performed with 2D-3D registration with at least 4 corresponding user clicks on the overlaid image and the 3D model. In the demo, we exploit a textured terrain and a LoD1 3D model of buildings, provided by IGN on the whole French territory. When available, other models can be exploited, such as 3D point clouds (LiDAR, photogrammetry) [1].

4 JOINT NAVIGATION WITH GEOLOCATION

The two web-based platforms presented above can be used separately on the same dataset, but more interestingly, they can communicate to be exploited jointly. Here we focus on their capability of exchanging about geolocation of the image contents. When available, the visual content’s geolocation can be of various types [1]: a simple textual annotation, i.e. a toponym usually converted in 2D position with a geocoding technique; a 2D or 3D position provided by sensors or annotators; or a full 6-DoF camera pose with internal parameters, either available with professional systems or estimated with vision-based tools. Here, the potential geolocation of each image, whatever its type, is stored in a georeferencing database, this PostgreSQL/PostGIS database of point features (the camera centers) can be accessed (WFS) and updated (WFS-T) from the two platforms. When the user looks for an image in the search engine, he may want to visualize where it was taken, where was located the photographer, what the area looks like now, etc. If available, the query’s geolocation can be exploited in iTowns, or, more interestingly, it can be the one associated with other similar images retrieved. According to the geolocation type, iTowns can present it more or less precisely in the 3D scene (Fig. 2), and then gives the possibility to improve the geolocation semi-automatically.

To make the link between the platforms, we use 2 buttons for each image returned in the search engine (columns “Go to 3D” and “Select this location” in Fig. 1): when clicked, the first button sends the image’s 3D to iTowns; it is green if a 6-DoF location is available, yellow with location’s metadata only, and grey otherwise. Then the image is displayed in the scene according to the geolocation selected with the second button (the one of the image itself or, if not available, of another similar view in order to initiate a geolocalization step).

5 USE CASES

Currently, the two platforms are designed for professionals and non-specialists (historians, sociologists, archivists and museum curators) who evaluated the proposed functionalities for several scenarios [2] [3]: link by content similar images of the same location across collections, in order to to share multi-source documentary information; help in structuring a collection, for instance by retrieving duplicate or derived visual contents; link similar images of the same location, across collections and times, in order to study the territory evolution; navigate into the spatial environment and exploit other contents (photographs, vector features such as statistics).

In the perspectives, we plan to study other descriptors to further improve image retrieval, especially in challenging conditions (aerial vs. ground-level, etc.) as well as improve the user experience between the two platforms for geolocalization.
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